
Night Nectar 2019
Demi- Sec Rosé



Alcohol: 11.73% by vol,   RS: 38.5/l,   pH: 3.25 ,   Total Acid: 5.8/l
Vintage Cap Classique Bottle-Fermented Sparkling Wine: 

Pinot Noir 92%, Chardonnay 8%

KRONECAPCLASSIQUE.COM

Pale pink. A radiance of red fruit, glossy and sponta-
neous. Bright summer strawberries, licks of whipped 
cream. The brightness of lemon unfurls alongside 
heady maraschino cherries. On the palate a core of in-
tense red fruit, juicy and fresh. Nostalgic toffee apples 
play on the rich, voluminous palate. Wild and lively 

with clean pure fruit, the health of the 2019 harvest 
on show, an exhibition of a vineyard released from 
drought. A sense of restraint on the finish, tailored 
with bright acidity and a touch of roasted almonds 
in its echo.

TASTING NOTES

The vibrant vivacity of this Cap Classique is a true joy 
paired with bold, deep flavours; prawns grilled on hot 
coals with coconut lime basting and peach chutney; 
its berry-richness harmonious with unctuous, sticky 

pork belly; spice, texture, cream are all heightened, 
pair with the pillowy softness of strawberry cream 
cake, the astringency of raspberry pinwheels, and the 
fine crunch of rose-water macarons. 

FOOD PAIRING

Only the free-run juice of the pinot noir and char-
donnay grapes is used for this Cap Classique: ± the 
first 500 litres per ton. Krone Night Nectar Rosé 
is made in classic bottle-fermented style with 

maturation on the lees in our underground cellar 
before the final dosage is added, rendering this re-
freshing bubbly with its sweet, plush flavour profile, 
deeming it a “Demi-Sec” in category.

VINTAGE-ONLY CREATION

“What marked the 2019 vintage for me were the clean and 
healthy grapes we harvested, producing superlative base 
wines for making age-worthy Cap Classiques. I believe it’s a 
vintage we’ll remember for some time to come.” 
- cellarmaster, Rudiger Gretschel

The 2019 growing season started to see relief from the 
drought that held its grip for the last five years on the 
Western Cape. After a dry post-harvest autumn and a 
late start to the 2018 winter (with many warm days in 
July) the skies finally opened and the Tulbagh region 

experienced good rainfalls and cold temperatures 
in August. This led to early budbreak at the start 
of September. As spring progressed the weather 
gradually got warmer with windy conditions during 
the initial growth, fertilisation and set of berries. The 
result was less bunches, with loose, smaller berries. 
Although the start of summer in November was 
initially hot, December and January were more mod-
erate in temperature, which led to a good harvest 
with firm acidities.

VINTAGE CONDITIONS
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